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“A bridge of silver wings 
stretches from the dead ashes 

of an unforgiving nightmare to the 
jeweled vision of a life started anew” 

       
                                                                                 Aberjhani,  The River of Winged Dreams 
     





Abstract 
Healing Through Movement

A Support Center for Bereaved Parents 
Guadalupe Tassara

My personal experience with the loss of mu 
sons -inspired me to consider how parents 
who lose children to cancer, accidents, or 
other terrible things are able to deal with 
the loss.  Where did they go for support?  
How did they learn to cope with the loss for 
a lifetime?  As I dealt with my loss, I went 
to therapy and opted for a prescription free 
treatment.   I dove deeper into yoga and 
meditation and I recognized that therapy 
was helping but was not enough.  The only 
thing that truly made me feel better was 
by physically moving my body.  I felt some 
satisfaction from recognizing this, yet I felt 
alone on my journey.  Time passed and one 
afternoon during my weekly practice of 
yoga, I had a pivotal Matsyasana (fish pose) 
with the crown of my head submerged in 
the shoreline of St. Augustine Beach.   It 
became clear to me that the I needed to 
use my thesis to create a healing place to 
unify bereaved parents.  I desired it, and 
knew that others around me did as well.   
That sunny afternoon the idea of a holistic 
support center was conceived.  
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Audience Abstract 
Healing Through Movement
A Support Center for Bereaved Parents 
Guadalupe Tassara

My personal experience with the loss of my 
sons inspired me to consider how parents 
who lose children to cancer, accidents, or 
other terrible things are able to deal with 
the loss.  Where did they go for support?  
How did they learn to cope with the loss for 
a lifetime?  As I dealt with my loss,    I dove 
deeper into yoga and meditation and I 
recognized that therapy was helping but 
was not enough.    It became clear to me 
that the I needed to use my thesis to create 
a healing place to unify bereaved parents.  
I desired it, and knew that others around me 
did as well.   One sunny afternoon the idea 
of a holistic support center was conceived.  
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Special Note 

In May of 2009, I lost twins due to a 
preterm birth.  A couple of years later, 
I was diagnosed with infertility and was 
devastated by the news.  This coupled with 
other major life changing events made my 
original thoughts for my thesis completely 
irrelevant.  Desperately searching for a new 
topic, I went away for a weekend to refresh 
my mind and came home with a new idea 
for my thesis.    It never dawned on me, 
until I was deep in the process of my thesis, 
that I was confronting my biggest fears 
and deepest wounds.   It’s no surprise that 
developing ideas for a building that could 
encourage healing through movement, 
healed me emotionally and physically in the 
process.   The final result of my thesis was not 
just a building to prove an architectural idea, 
it was a miracle baby boy, Maximiliano.   

My goal is to for you to experience my 
concepts, drawings, collages etcetera 

as I have, weaving in and out of places, 
thoughts, frustrations, never in a linear 
fashion.  I encourage you to follow the 
dotted path of my journey through all 
five parts of the book; the introduction, 
conceptual ideas, site analysis, exploration 
of movement / building anatomy and the 
final drawings for the support center.   

The hard copy of the book was designed 
to make you move out of your seat.  While 
reading it, you will need some space to fully 
embrace the book.   Ideally, all the parts can 
be hung on a wall in a straight line.  On the 
contrary, if you are reading a digital copy, 
you will not get the same experience but I 
hope in both cases, when you are finished, 
you dedicate some time to moving your 
limbs, feeling your body, and pondering 
whatever thoughts are left in your mind. 
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Balance and movement became important 
for my buildings but also for my users.    I 
studied balancing yoga poses to help solve 
my architectural questions with regards to the 
structure of the building.  Poses or “asanas” 
such as elephant’s trunk pose (image 14), “Eka 
Hasta Bhujasana” and various balancing poses 
such as extended hand-toe pose “utthita hasta 
padangusthasana” and even partner yoga 
(image 16) require moving gracefully with a 
partner or alone and correctly placing every 
part of your body while engaging one’s core 
strength to find stability. These poses gave 
me clues as to where the strength of delicate 
structures needed to occur in order to do its job 
gracefully.  

During this time, I became aware of the 
undeniable strength of slender yogi bodies. 

To me, there was a relationship between their 
strength and construction cranes (image 15).  
The fact that these simple structures could 
rotate around themselves while carrying large 
amounts of weight was just fascinating.  I 
considered that if cranes could be used to help 
build large structures and if our bodies have 
the ability to balance in these challenging 
yoga poses, then certainly structures could be 
built with great cantilevers potentially defying 
gravity all while using a slender structural system 
(image 1, page 1).   Another common element 
that allows our bodies and cranes to move 
are joints and connections.  In both cases they 
must be there to allow movement and rotation.  
These types of joints became apparent all 
around me in many different forms, shapes and 
sizes (image 18).    

Upon my first visit to the site at Jones Point 
Park located in Alexandria, Virginia, the space 
under the Woodrow Wilson Bridge spoke to 
me.  Although it is now mostly a parking lot, it 
somehow produces a euphoric and peaceful 
feeling.  I equated it to a result of the echo from 
the cars above sounding like ocean waves, 
the view of the Potomac in the distance, and 
even possibly the people moving around the 
trail.  For whatever reason, this simple parking 
lot transforms to a serene place between two 
worlds.  This became the threshold and gateway 
into my building (Image 9).  I considered that 
this euphoric feeling was one that would be 
welcomed by bereaved parents when taking 
their first steps towards life as a childless parent.   

The bridge became a representation of 
the emotional threshold these parents must 

conquer in order to sustain.  This notion about 
crossing over an enormous emotional threshold 
became an idea that was manifested into a 
physical form.  I envisioned a path leading to 
the entry gate, with a pronounced threshold 
where one needs to physically pick up their feet 
up to cross over and enter the space (images 
8 & 11).   

I studied different edge conditions varying in 
height and proximity to the river  (image10).
The site itself has a few different edge conditions; 
land to water, from city to park; residential 
to public.  The edge condition that was the 
most interesting to me was the Potomac 
River’s muddy and marshy blurred edge that 
is constantly changing.   Thus this edge would 
have to be studied vertically and horizontally.  

As my exploration began, it became clear that 
I needed to define a set of rules to follow and 
break as necessary.  I came up with three main 
conceptual ideas: path, edge / threshold and 
balance & movement.  I used these three main 
concepts to define and organize my building 
throughout the process.  

I started by asking, “can the path’s material 
influence your train of thought?” I quickly 
realized it can.  Through the study of traditional 
Japanese Gardens and their use of many 
different material combinations with all types of 
shapes, sizes and textures (image 2),  I learned 
how to better understand the user’s journey 
on a path and how the journey is affected by 
the material.    For example, you must consider 
your next step if you are walking a cobble stone 
surface (image 4).   Conversely, little thought is 
necessary while walking on an even natural trail 
(image 5).  

It was therefore important to consider the 
physical material of the path but equally 
important to ponder the emotional and 
spiritual  idea of a path.   I reflected on how 
the materiality could relate to the spiritual 
idea of path in regards to the human journey.   
Sometimes our chosen path and our destined 
path do not coincide and it is difficult to get 
back on track.  Therefore, it was important that 
the paths, walkways, trails, etc. have different 
widths and materials to allow variable levels of 
connection to the body, spirit and to others, 
ranging anywhere from easy contemplation to 
refined physical focus (images 6 & 7).  Beyond 
the physical path and on a larger scale, the 
ability to connect to a larger system of trails for 
extended walks or vigorous exercise was also 
important.

images 3-7 -plan view sketch of a path & threshold  with stone, grass & water combination & photos of paths 

image 8, page 9, above -  View of the parking lot looking west under the Woodrow Wilson Bridge,  
“the  threshold”

image 9, page 10   -  Study sections of edge conditions to illustrate various relationships between 
people,  building edge,  earth’s edge,   water’s edge, nature’s edge, etc.  all at various heights 
and distances  

images 11 - section of gate with a threshold         image 12-  sketch section of a gate with a threshold and elevation  of a gate 

image 13-16, page 12 above  -  from left to right, a still body in movement & growth , Eka Hasta 
Bhujasana, a crane, and partner yoga. 

image 17, page 14 -  various yoga positions with an emphasis on “utthita hasta padagusthasana” or 
extended hand-toe pose because of asymmetrical balancing position.

image 1, page 6 - collage of  Eka Hasta Bhujasana & a building crane  - exploring similarities of the 
leg & crane in cantilever, both require great strength at the core. 

image 2, page 7  - sketch of different material combinations for a path  
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image 18 - connections at floating dock which allow for movement of the dock.
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Yes, I understand that every life must end, uh-huhAs we sit alone, I know someday we must go, uh-huhOh I'm a lucky man, to count on both hands the ones 
I love
Some folks just have one, yeah, others, they've got noneStay with me...

Let's just breathe...

Practiced all my sins, never gonna let me win, uh-huhUnder everything, just another human being, uh-huhI don't wanna hurt, there's so much in this world to make me bleedStay with me
You're all I see...

Did I say that I need you?Did I say that I want you?Oh, if I didn't I'm a fool you seeNo one knows this more than me
As I come clean...
I wonder every day, as I look upon your face, uh-huh
Everything you gaveAnd nothing you would save, oh noNothing you would takeEverything you gave...

Did I say that I need you?Oh, did I say that I want you?Oh, if I didn't I'm a fool you seeNo one knows this more than meAnd I come clean, ah...

Nothing you would takeEverything you gaveHold me til I die
Meet you on the other side...
Just Breathe, Eddie Vedder 

I remember your bare feet down the hallwayI remember your little laugh
Race cars on the kitchen floor, plastic dinosaursI love you to the moon and back

I remember your blue eyes looking into mineLike we had our own secret club
I remember you dancing before bed timeThen jumping on me, waking me up

I can still feel you hold my hand, little manAnd even the moment I knew
You fought it hard like an army guy
Remember I leaned in and whispered to you

Come on baby with me, we're gonna fly away from hereYou were my best four years

I remember the drive home
When the blind hope turned to crying and screaming "Why?"Flowers pile up in the worst way, no one knows what to sayAbout a beautiful boy who died

And it's about to be Halloween
You could be anything you wanted if you were still hereI remember the last day when I kissed your faceAnd whispered in your ear

Come on baby with me, we're gonna fly away from hereOut of this curtained room in this hospital grey, we'll just disappear
Come on baby with me, we're gonna fly away from here You were my best four years

What if I’m standing in your closet trying to talk to you? What if I kept the hand-me-downs you won’t grow into? 
And what if I really thought some miracle would see us through? What if the miracle was even getting one moment with you?
 Come on baby with me, we're gonna fly away from here Come on baby with me, we're gonna fly away from here You were my best four years

 I remember your bare feet down the hallway I love you to the moon and back 

Ronan, Taylor Swift 
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Image 20, pg. 16 - looking south from Lighthouse at Jones Point Park, Image 21- storage shed looking south at Jones Point
image 22, pg. 17- looking west at sunset from Lighthouse, Image 23, looking south from north side of marsh
image 24, pg. 17 - looking east towards Maryland on Mt. Vernon Trail,   image 25 - Mt. Vernon Trail Map  

image 31 - area plan & 100 year flood zone Zone AE - Base flood elevations determined. Special flood hazard areas 
subject to inundation by the 1% annual chance.
(1% annual chance  flood = 100-year flood

base flood elevation line & value in feet  other flood areas 

Jones Point Park 
I. Historic Light House III. Mt. Vernon Trail
II. Woodrow Wilson Bridge IV. DC Cornerstone
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image 19, pg. 15 - collage layering  historic map, 100 year flood, 
current conditions, historic creeks & one of DC’s cornerstones

Once Jones Point Park in Old Town Alexandria was selected as 
my site, it was important to analyze what I saw as key elements 
about the place.  First, I wanted to understand the connection 
of the Mount Vernon Trail to other regional trails (image 25, 
below).   Secondly, I researched the park’s history(image 19).  
Lastly, I studied the water table of the park, since the area 
frequently floods it was very important to understand the parks 
propensity for flooding (image 19 & 26). 

The Mount Vernon trail cuts across the park and spans 18 miles 
along the Potomac River from Theodore Roosevelt Island to 
the Mount Vernon estate.  It connects to the Custis, Potomac 
Heritage, Rock Creek, and Four Mile Run trails which extend 
for miles all over Virginia.  It was important that my building 
somehow connected to the trails without disturbing them, 
giving my visitors the option to go on a leisurely walks or set out 
for a day’s hike (image 25).    

The new building location supported my conceptual ideas 
by laying the building within the edge and   threshold,  of the 
river and the land.  Poetically speaking, I was driven by the  
thought that the footers of my building would have a strong 
connection to the past  by connecting to the historic edge, 
while the building could allow for vast views of the river, beyond 
the threshold and into the future (image 34, page 24).     

Although my building was now strongly anchored to the 
site, there was still the issue of water on the site and how this 
influenced the use of concrete as the main supporting system 
for the building.  The tide on the Potomac River  changes the 
elevation of the river roughly two to three feet in height twice 
a day.  The park happens to  lays within an area that has a 1% 
chance of flooding as much as ten feet in elevation once a 
year, also known as the 100 year flood (image 31, page 22).  
This information had great impact on the vertical placement 
of my building and the construction methods that could work 
on the site.  

Foreseeing the dilemma, Susan asked me to draw the water 
on site to fully understand the power of the river’s tides and 
their ability to flood the area.  The result was my” ugly duckling 
drawing” (image 35, below).    It taught me a hard and powerful 
lesson.   How had I not considered what would happen if my 
building was completely flooded? The solution was simple, raise 
it!   Nonetheless, I had a hard time letting go of some spaces 
I envisioned my building to contain, such as subterranean 
pools and saunas and concrete retaining walls with elevated 
pathways  (image 30, page 21 & images 36, 38, 39, page 27).    

The Mt. Vernon trail runs under the Woodrow Wilson Bridge 
which soars over my site (image 24).  I used photography to 
document the site and started collaging my conceptual ideas 
of path, edge / threshold and the importance of moving while 
on the road to recovery from loss.  Sometimes during site visits, 
the rhythmic sounds of the cars above and the sound of the 
wind blowing made me think of the bridge as a huge wind 
chime.    This thought helped me envision a material, such as 
copper, in the form of lights or another decorative element 
weaving itself in and out of the trails to help delineate the path 
and also suggest moments to pause and take in the scenery 
(images 26-29).   

Originally these moments were visualized scattered throughout 
the Mt. Vernon trail as different elements such as a water 
feature, or a meditation pod, or maybe a simple bench to sit 
on.  However, that idea was too overwhelming and I thought 
my concepts could not be truly explored if they were scattered 
along 18  miles of trail.  I decided to focus on the trail within the 
limits of the park.  

Just south of the bridge lays the bulk of the park.   The Historic 
Lighthouse and one of the District’s cornerstones lay on the 
southernmost tip of the land (image 31, page 22).  The vast 
open views from the lighthouse are breathtaking and in my 
opinion, some of the best in the area.  It is a beautiful and 
quiet place to watch the sunrise and set (image 21, page 16 
& image 22, page 17).  The vast southern view inspired the 
placing of the building in the early stages (image 23, page 17 
& image 30, page 21).  However, I felt guilt for destroying the 
natural marshland and decided to keep digging for a better 
solution (image 32 & 33, page 23).   

Historic maps revealed that the land had drastically changed 
over the time.  I collaged all the information I had gathered to 
help me see something that wasn’t  physically there.    Using 
the western edge of the historic land formation, the outline 
of underground creeks, and outer edge of the marshland  I 
successfully anchored  my building on to the site (image 19, 
page 15).     The new building placement was now able to 
face the vast southern view while enjoying  the marshland, 
guilt -free! (image 34, page 24 & image 40 & 41, page 27)   

image 26 - Multimedia collage of a water feature in Theodore Roosevelt Island.  Exploring the idea of copper element 
weaving itself on the trail creating moments of rest.  This particular feature is a wall of memories.

image 27- Multimedia collage of Mt. Vernon trail, looking east towards Maryland with copper lighting, 
a decorative wall and a bench.   
image 28 - Multimedia collage depicting the sounds of the wind in the parking lot under the Woodrow 
Wilson Bridge, facing east towards Maryland.

image 29- Multimedia collage of floating individual docks with a large bench, facing towards Maryland and DC. 
image 32- site study searching for new locations for building. 
image 33 - study of site section illustrating the idea of a bathing pool on site.
image 34, page 24 -  Floor plan of new building placement along historic edge.    

image 30- Early study for  a site plan - consisting of three buildings (Multipurpose, Yoga Studio &  Dwelling)  located in the 
middle of the marshland. 
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 And I wished for so long... Cannot stay.
 All the precious moments... Cannot stay.
 It's not like wings have fallen... Cannot stay.
 But still something's missing... Cannot say.

 Holding hands of daughters and sons,
 And their faiths are falling down.
 I have wished for so long...
 How I wish for you today.

 Will I walk the long road? Cannot stay...
 There's no need to say goodbye...

 All the friends and family.
 All the memories going round.
 I have wished for so long.
 How I wish for you today.

 And the wind keeps rollin',
 And the sky keeps turning gray.
 And the sun is set...
 The sun will rise another day.

 I have wished for so long...
 How I wish for you today.
 I have wished for so long...
 How I wish for you today.

 Will I walk the long road?
 We all walk the long road..

 Long Road, 
 Eddie Vedder

You picked up your heart
And made straight for the hills
And that day I've not forgot
All the while I've loved you still

And I won't stop
'Til my heart from my chest drops
And you leave me no choice
But to wait for the water to rise

In streets of stone you stood
Like a light in darker times
And we all did what we could
But our failure closed our eyes

And I won't stop
'Til my heart from my chest drops
And you leave me no choice
But to wait for the water
To wait for the water to rise

And I won't stop
'Til my heart from my chest drops
And you leave me no choice
To wait for the water
To wait for the water

I won't stop
'Til my heart from my chest drops
And you leave me no choice
But to wait for the water
To wait for the water
To wait for the water to rise

Wait for the Water, Ballroom Thieves 

p.22

Time it took us
To where the water was

That's what the water gave me
And time goes quicker
Between the two of us

Oh, my love, don't forsake me
Take what the water gave me

Lay me down
Let the only sound

Be the overflow
Pockets full of stones

Lay me down
Let the only sound

Be the overflow

And oh, poor Atlas
The world's a beast of a burden

You've been holding on a long time
And all this longing

And the ships are left to rust
That's what the water gave us

So lay me down
Let the only sound

Be the overflow
Pockets full of stones

Lay me down
Let the only sound

Be the overflow

'Cause they took your loved ones 
But returned them in exchange for you
But would you have it any other way?
Would you have it any other way?
You could have it any other way

'Cause she's a cruel mistress
And the bargain must be made
But oh, my love, don't forget me
When I let the water take me

So, lay me down
Let the only sound
Be the over flow
Pockets full of stones
Lay me down
Let the only sound
Be the overflow

Lay me down
Let the only sound
Be the overflow
Pockets full of stones

Lay me down
Let the only sound
Be the overflow

What the Water Gave Me, 
Florence & The Machine

image 36 - key plan,    image 37, above - collage of influential songs,  Long Road by Eddie Vedder, Wait for the Water by 
Ballroom Thieves, What the Water Gave Me by  Florence & The Machine 
image 38 - section b - cutting  through a wood retaining wall next to Mt. Vernon Trail & a subterranean sauna.     

image 41- section through air treatment room - with a swing and open to the elements image 39 - site section a - through site (image 30, page 21) depicting Mt. Vernon 
Trial, subterranean jacuzzi, a deck cutting across the marshland leading to a private 
dwelling unit set in the river.  

image 40, Section through water treatment room - personal sized pool for floating 
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Once I surrendered to the fact that my subterranean ideas 
could not live in marshy land or handle the amount of water 
that comes and goes with the tides, I realized that my building 
needed to be elevated above the flood zone, it had to be 
light on its feet, and be open enough for water to run freely 
around it.   The building became a series of smaller structures 
or “pods” connected by a single raised path to ensure that it 
would never flood.      

The pods were laid out in such a fashion that the private 
path was uninterrupted for its entire length.  This clarified the 

ambiguity between the public and private path.   The private 
path was now within the raised portion, and the public path 
was on the ground plane running between the pods, closer 
to the water and open to the public at all times (image 43).    

The elevated private path served two purposes, to connect 
one pod to the next and to create a space to safely practice 
a walking meditation along its four hundred and eighty-nine 
feet which is a bit over the length of a football field. The public 
path on the ground  is a total of eight hundred seventy-two 
feet (or two and half football fields).  It is connected to the 

The main building system would become a refined series of 
round concrete columns on the ground floor and glue lam 
columns and beams on the first floor (Image 51 & 52, page 
35).    A secondary system was required at the corners, where 
the path turned (image 49, page 32).   These corners gave 
me some  trouble and it wasn’t until  I associated yoga 
poses to the framework of the building that things started 
coming together (image 42, page 28 & image 45, page 30).  
I remembered that core strength is vital in the human body to 
stabilize in balancing positions (image 51 below).  I needed to 
give the path “core strength” to stabilize the delicate joints at 
its corners.  This was achieved by load bearing walls where the 
path turns.  Coincidently, these walls would later be defined 

as areas for vertical circulation, oversized landings for viewing 
platforms, and  simple  places to sit and gaze into nature.   

The pods  were designed  with the idea of creating a 
community feeling by each having their own individual 
program but needing the other pods to function as a hole.  
There are a total of six pods containing; an entry space, a 
dining space, a therapy room, ten private dwelling units, a 
bathing and laundry space, and a yoga studio (image 55, 
page 37).  Since each pod has its own program, they are 
all different sizes and shapes yet all have the same structural 
organization and finishes with some individualized variations.

Mt. Vernon trail on the northern end of the site close to the 
Woodrow Wilson Bridge.   The public path would be flanked 
by moss and rock gardens directly under each pod.  The 
final destination of the path is in the river as a floating dock.  
There will be a few secondary stepping stone paths created 
to allow the user to engage more with their body awareness 
while bringing them closer to nature (image 44).  

It was important to me to define the structure or “bones” of 
the building early on so I played with many different shapes 
and materials to create the supporting members yet, previous 
lessons with regard to water on the site, demanded a simple 
post and beam configuration (image 46, page 31).       

The exterior of all the pods would be finished with a traditional 
Japanese charred “Shou Sugi Ban” wood rainscreen ranging 
between lightly kissed with a torch to  fully blackened charred 
finish (image 53 & 54).   The Dark Studio in the yoga pod would 
have a   slight variation  in that the rainsreen would be finished 
with  the most heavily charred wood and the screen would be 
present inside and out.  The process of burning the wood was 
ideal because the charring makes the wood more resistant 
to the elements and insects with out having to lather it with 
heavy finishes.  To me it also speaks about how something that 
has been out through a traumatic experience can be reborn 
or reused and become something beautiful again.        

Bathing - Laundry 
Yoga studio Dwelling units Dwelling units  

Dining Space 
Entry / Check-in 

Therapy Space 

elevated private path 
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The pods are dispersed along the raised path with the 
entrance on the northern end closest to the Woodrow 
Wilson Bridge and the parking lot.  The  exit would be on 
the opposite end, through the yoga studio, closer to the 
southern views of the river.   It was thought that one would 
graduate from the program at the end of the raised path.  
This was intended to give the graduate some space for 
reflection on how far they have come and  how much more 
there is to experience.  (image 55 & 56 below and image 
62,  page 40)

Although none of the perspective show it, the public path on 
the ground level  would have a permeable paver material 

to allow the water to run freely through it and welcome the 
growth of moss.  The public path would also allow its user to 
see the structure or anatomy of the pods from the ground 
up (images 58-61 page 39 & image 63 page 42).

The entry space is the first pod a visitor encounters from the 
north.  It has a trellis covered front porch and is where a 
guest checks in to get registered into the program.  It holds 
an office for the director, a small reception space and a 
small waiting area  which faces  the river (image 55 below).  

55 56

60

53

image 42 - collage depicting the structure of the building  being  influenced by the human body in yoga poses.

image 43- aerial view from the northeast side of the site, showing the public path on the ground level, the private 
path on the first level, and all the pods that make up the building complex. 

image 44 - ground level plan showing the rock & moss gardens under each pod, the round concrete column grid, 
the water collection basins, proximity to marshland, and one of the anchor points for the District’s boundary line.  
image 45 - sketch of yoga pose and building structure becoming one. 

image 46 - sketch of various structural systems. a.  round concrete columns, glue laminated post and cable railing at open path 
between pods.  b. round concrete columns, glue laminated post and beam inside pods. c. tapered glue lam at overhangs.

image 47 -  structural diagram - combination of load bearing walls for path and column grid for pods.
image 48 - structural diagram - column grid throughout, creating strange corners where path turns.
image 49 - structural diagram - load bearing walls on corners where path turns in combination with column grid at pods. 

image 50 - collage depicting specific muscles and joints that are engaged to balance and stabilize  in various poses.

image 55 - view of entrance, looking south
image 56 - end of the public path outside the yoga pod,  facing south towards the river.

image 62  - site plan showing system of trails and path connected to building complex. 

image 51  -  detail of column on path. 
image 52 -   detail of column inside a  pod.

image 53 -  sample of Cedar in it’s natural state and charred.  Sample of concrete 
image 54 - typical rainscreen detail 

image 57 - aerial view  of buidling complex from the west.

image 58 - public path under the entry space in the first pod, looking south with the Potomac river on the east.  image 
59 & 60 - public path under dwelling pods, looking south.  image 61 -  public path under bathing pod,  looking south.  

image 63  - public path under yoga pod,  looking south.  The dark studio is on the east side with windows  directly above 
the floorline to view yogis hands and feet grounded on their mats during their practice.   
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image 71  -  section cc through private path in bathing pod, looking east.
image 72 - enlarged floor plan of bathing pod.

image 64, page 43 -  First Floor plan showing relationship to complex path’s & park trials.  image 65, page 44  - section 
aa -  through private path in dining pod looking east.  image 66 - enlarged dining pod. 

image 73 - aerial view of building complex from northwestern side.  image 74 - section dd -  through private path in yoga pod.
image 75 - enlarged yoga pod floor plan.   

1. typical dwelling pod  2. built-in storage shelving & rack  3.  pod structural column grid & beam used to hang bed
4. queen bed   5. front porch  6. private path   7. observation platform  8.  therapy pod

image 67 - section through early study of dwelling pod,  illustrating sleeping spaces and  cross ventilation. The red zones 
in the center illustrate the public path on the ground level and private path on the top. 

image 70- bathing pod study  of co-ed bathrooms.  the pod contains within  it all activities related to cleaning including 
the laundry room and an outdoor drying rack for laundry,  a janitorial closet, and four private showering  rooms, each 
with it’s own skylight.    

image 77 - section ee - through yoga pod depicting the dark yoga studio on the lwest and  light  yoga studio on the east 
side of the private path 
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image 68, page 47 - section bb-  through outdoor private path in  first cluster of dwelling pods  
image 69 - enlarged floor plan of dwelling pods & therapy space. 
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The second pod contains the dining space.  It is intended to 
encourage family style dining with a large community table 
that is adjacent to the private path.  It is equipped with a 
fireplace and  lounge area to encourage its visitors to socialize 
with one and other.  The is also an outdoor eating area that 
faces the park on the east and a viewing platform that has 
open views to the west.  The viewing platform is an ideal 
place to watch the sun set on the river from oversized swings 
that hang from the beams overhead (image 65 & 66 below)

Just beyond the dining space is a single therapy room 
intended to be used by the therapist for one-on-one sessions 
or for group therapy.  When the therapy room is not in use, it 
can also be used as a common living room or reading space 
for the guest (image 69, page 48).  

Past the therapy room, are the dwelling pods which are 
broken into two clusters of five dwelling pods with the 
bathing pod in between them.   My goal was to encourage 
people to interact with each other,  therefore the rooms are 
small and quaint with only a queen sized bed, hung from 

the pod’s structure.  There are no direct views to the outside, 
only clerestory windows and a skylight positioned at the foot 
of the bed.  There is no seating in the room other than the 
bed.  This again was intentional to encourage guest interact 
with one and other in one of the other five pods.  All the 
necessary storage for the guest’s belongings is built into the 
walls (image 70, page 49). 

The bathing and laundry pod is placed in the middle of all 
the dwelling units for easy accessibility for all its visitors.    The 
bathrooms were designed to contain everything related to 
cleaning oneself, the building and any items we use when we 
travel.  The laundry room and housekeeping are contained 
within the bathing space and are adjacent to the private 
path for easy accessibility.  The deck on the western side is 
intended to be used for drying and folding laundry when the 
weather permits 

The bathrooms are co-ed and have an open feeling with 
shared water basins in the center of the space but have four 
private toilet and shower rooms.  It was important to create 
a bathing experience.  The bathroom is similar to traditional 
Japanese baths and is all finished in wood with some copper 
accents in the shower.  There is an indoor sauna and outdoor 
soaking tub with a sunning deck on the eastern side (image 
71 & 72 , page 50 & 51). 

The last and largest pod is the yoga studio.  It contains two 
separate yoga studios, a dark and a light yoga studio, 
intended to encourage two very different yoga practice 
experiences.   The Dark Studio lays to the east of the private 
path and would be finished inside and outside with heavily 
charred wood rainscreen that looks almost like alligator skin, 
the boards are also wider and turned ninety degrees along 
their horizontal axis, to create a deep shadow on the exterior 
elevation emphasizing the darkness of the space.  This dark 
space is intended to inspire an inward, grounding and self-
reflective practice.   There are windows into the dark studio  
right above the floor to give the yogi a direct view into the 

marsh while in positions that place their heads close to or 
directly on the floor.  These windows also give pedestrians on 
the public path a peak into the studio (image 74, below) 

In contrast, the Light Studio, is to be full of sunlight to 
encourage the user to connect to the scenery outside and 
intended to connect the visitor to the river views, to the 
outside world and maybe to a fellow visitor practicing next 
to them.   While the studios lay on either side of the path,  
they can be combined to create a large gathering space 
for presentations, movies, or any large event by opening the 
operable glass door system. (image 75, page 54).

The original three concepts of path, edge/threshold and 
balance & movement helped me define and prove my 
intentions for my thesis.    I learned that a simple path has 
great power.  A path not only connects us from one space 
to the next, it can dictate the type of activity we chose to 
perform on it.  It can lead and support us to surpass difficult 
times and push us to be healthier both physically and 
emotionally.  The material of the path, and how our body 
engages it, has the ability to connect or disconnect us from 
our environment. A path can in fact make us more aware 
if we allow it.   My intention for my thesis was to design a 
building for people who have been pushed to a limit none 
of us wish to encounter.  My understanding of this state of 
mind, helped me recognize that the building itself should 
also be pushed to an unimaginable edge and be able to 
withstand the conditions this edge has to offer.   The center’s 
position within the blurry edge of stillness and movement of 

the river became a representation of the emotional state of 
its occupants.  You could say this location makes the building 
vulnerable, I would say, the building became so deeply 
rooted on the site, that it became part of the site.   It buried 
itself deeply into the land to stand up straight and support the 
needs of its visitors, stretching itself long across the Potomac’s 
shoreline for people to experience the joy of moving.   I feel 
completely fulfilled with my understanding that architecture 
has the power to do these things for us.  My center proved 
that its paths and architecture can teach an  individual the 
power of physical movement while creating a place where 
a community of people can come together, and learn how 
to heal holistically by connecting to the environment, to 
themselves and to each other.
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A Support Center for Bereaved Parents 

image 77 - section tee - through yoga pod depicting the dark yoga studio on the west and  light  yoga studio on the east
side of the private path 

image 71  -  section cc through private path in bathing pod, looking east.
image 72 - enlarged floor plan of bathing pod.

image 73 - aerial view of building complex from northwestern side.  image 74 - section dd -  through private path in yoga pod.
image 75 - enlarged yoga pod floor plan.   

image 68, page 47 - section bb-  through outdoor private path in  first dluster of dwelling pods  
image 69 - enlarged floor plan of dweling pods & therapy space. 

image a - load bearing wall at corner, across from therapy room , dwelling pods beyond 
image b -  load bearing wall / railing connection 

image c - interior of dwelling pod

a b c

image a - glue lam column, copper used in shower, and interior  screen 
image b -  looking west from lavatories 

image c - sun deck 

a b c
image a - looking south from private path in yoga pod

image b -  charred wood for yoga pod screens
image c - Dark yoga studio looking west towards private path

image d - exit ramp at the end of yoga pod, looking south 

a b c d
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image a - entry ramp
image b -  entry pod looking south 

image c - glue lam column and exterior rainscreen   
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image a - north entry  of dining pod
image b -  glue lam column & stone veneer at fireplace  

image c - dining pod exterior dining terrace 
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